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MODELING DIFFRACTIVE FINAL STATES�Leif LönnbladDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Lund University, Sweden(Reeived July 1, 2002)I will disuss some aspets of modeling di�rative �nal states with eventgenerators. In the �rst part of the talk I will disuss multiple satteringsin hard di�ration in hadron ollisions and its e�ets on gap survival andhadronization orretions. In the seond part I will argue that the study ofthe 'pomeron remnant' in hard di�ration at HERA may be the best way ofdistinguishing resolved pomeron models from dipole models and soft olourinteration models.PACS numbers: 12.38.Cy, 13.85.Hd1. IntrodutionAlthough it has been almost a deade sine large rapidity gap eventswere �rst observed in DIS at HERA [1, 2℄, there is still no onsensus aboutwhat the underlying mehanism may be. The resolved fatorized pomeronmodel [3℄, whih atually predited the e�et, has been followed by severalother models suh as the Soft Colour Interation (SCI) model [4℄, the satura-tion model [5℄ and the two-gluon exhange model in [6,7℄. Most models areable to desribe semi-inlusive measurements suh as the di�rative stru-ture funtion, FD32 , but to really hek whih models atually desribes theunderlying physis it is neessary to investigate if they an reprodue themeasured features of the di�rative �nal states. Furthermore it is importantthat the models also an desribe the hard di�ration observed at the Teva-tron (see e.g. [8�10℄) if we believe that these gaps are aused by the samemehanism.To investigate hadroni �nal states we need good event generators im-plementing the models to get a handle on e�ets of QCD evolution andhadronization of perturbatively produed partons. Suh generators existfor most models for DIS di�ration, e.g. Rapgap [11℄, Pompyt [12℄,� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3231)



3232 L. LönnbladPomwig [13℄, Lepto [14℄ and Satrap [15℄, and it is lear several modelshave great problems to desribe e.g. di-jet prodution [16℄. I will ommenton some of these models in Setion 3.For hard di�ration in hadron�hadron ollisions, it is also important touse event generators to arefully take into aount the e�ets of evolutionand hadronization of partons. Here even semi-inlusive quantities suh asgap frations may involve jet reonstrution, and the naive assumption thathadronization orretions anels in the ratio of gap- to non-gap-events isnot valid. In hadroni ollisions it is also important that the so-alled gap-survival probabilities are taken into aount. This will be disussed in thefollowing. 2. Gap survival and multiple interationsLooking at di�erent ways of utting p�p forward sattering ladder dia-grams, it is easy to see that rapidity gap events are losely related to multiplesattering (or multiple interation � MI) events. In partiular we realizethat if a potential gap event is aompanied by an additional sattering, thegap will be destroyed. Hene, the fatorization properties of rapidity gapsobserved in DIS, where MI's are heavily suppressed due to the large Q2, isnot present in p�p. What may save the day is if seondary satterings to agood approximation are independent of whether the primary, or trigger in-teration is a normal inelasti or a (hard-) di�rative one. It should thereforebe possible to take the pomeron �ux and parton densities as determined atHERA and apply them to p�p ollisions, introduing a universal gap-survivalprobability given by the probability of there being no additional satteringsbeside the di�rative one.Hene it is important to be able to model the MI's properly in orderto understand the rapidity-gap events at e.g. the Tevatron. Here I willonly brie�y disuss the MI model implemented in the Pythia [17,18℄ eventgenerator. It should be noted that Pythia itself does not generate harddi�ration events, but as will be shown, the MI model is rather insensitiveto the details of the primary sattering, and therefore we an use it todetermine a proess-independent probability of there being no additionalsatterings, leading us to a universal gap-survival probability.MI is an inherently soft phenomena and is therefore very di�ult tomodel. The basi strategy in Pythia is to look at the eikonalization of the(mini-) jet ross-setion and to use partoni 2!2 matrix elements (ME's)down to very low sales, e�etively modeling also soft interations withperturbative-like satterings. To aomplish this, the 2!2 ME's, and alsothe strong oupling, are regularized with a small sale, p?0 so thatd�̂dp2? ! d�̂dp2? � p4?(p2?0 + p2?)2 ; �s(p2?)! �s(p2?0 + p2?) : (1)



Modeling Di�rative Final States 3233In addition, the partoni �ux is impat-parameter dependent, so that e.g.the ross-setion for jet prodution is eikonalized aording todPhardest(b; E?)d2b dE? / e(b)d�(E?)dE? exp8><>:� ZE? e(b)d�(E0?)dE0? dE0?9>=>; ; (2)where the overlap funtion e(b) is obtained assuming a double-Gaussianmatter distribution in the proton. The exponent is simply interpreted asthe probability of there being no sattering above the hardest one at E?.The sale p?0 needs to be adjusted so that the total inelasti ross-setionis reprodued and will in general be dependent on the total energy.For a single-di�rative (SD) jet event we would then getdP SDhardest(b; E?; xP)d2b dE? dxP / e(b)d�SD(E?; xP)dE? dxP exp8><>:� ZE? e(b)d�(E0?)dE0? dE0?9>=>;� exp8<:� E?Z e(b)d�(E0?)dE0? dE0?9=; ; (3)where the xP-dependene naturally does not appear in the exponents, whihorresponds to the probability of there being no sattering of any kind aboveE? and no additional satterings below E? respetively. The two exponentstogether with the overlap fator an now simply be integrated over b andwill give a gap survival probability. It is lear that the MI model in Pythiais just a model, but the fat is that it an fairly well reprodue data on e.g.the jet pedestal e�et from the Tevatron [19℄ and other hadron olliders.The MI's in Pythia are to a good approximation universal as long asthe x1, x2 (or xP) are small (otherwise there is less energy left for MI) and aslong as the (hardest) jet-E? are not to small, (otherwise we may be biasedtowards few MI's).In addition there is a strong dependene on the total energy due to thestrong rise of the gluon density at small x. The gap-survival probabilitiespredited for the Tevatron from the default setting of MI's in Pythia are� 16% at 1800 GeV and � 20% at 630 GeV [20℄.We note that MI's are responsible for the jet pedestal e�et and theunderlying event and that triggering on a rapidity gap means vetoing MI's.This means that the jet pedestal is di�erent in gap events and in non-gapevents, whih must be taken into aount when doing jet-energy orretions,espeially when dealing with low-E? jets.



3234 L. Lönnblad3. Soft Colour Interations and similar modelsOne model whih atually is able to generate rapidity gaps in hadroniollisions, inluding gap-survival probabilities modeled by MI's in Pythia,is the Soft Colour Interation (SCI) model [4℄, but as I will argue here, itis highly questionable if this model has anything thing to do with reality.The basi idea in SCI is that the perturbative stage in e.g. DIS is the sameirrespetive of whether it is a rapidity-gap event or not. The proess ismodeled in the Lepto program by the standard bakward evolution partonshower (as in �gure 1(a)) followed by exhange of soft gluons whih may ormay not result in net olour singlet exhange (as in �gure 1(b)). The olourexhanges may be ompletely random or, as in the so-alled generalized arealaw model [21℄, biased towards exhanges whih shortens the total stringlength.
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Fig. 1. The olour �ow in the SCI model. (a) is a normal DIS event generated byLepto, (b) is the same event after olour rearrangement and () shows the e�etof an additional gluon emission.The main problem with this model is that it is very sensitive to the rateand distribution of the emissions of gluons in the forward region, i.e. in thediretion of the proton. Clearly if an additional gluon is radiated lose tothe proton as in as in �gure 1(), the size of a potential gap is dereased.Hene, for the model to make sense, it is important to show that the modelis able to desribe properly the emission of forward gluons. But it is wellknown that the parton shower in Lepto ompletely fails to desribe e.g.forward jet prodution in DIS at HERA, whih is enough to seriously doubtthe physial relevane of the model. In fat, a similar olour exhange modelin the Ariadne [22℄ program, whih does desribe forward jet prodution,ompletely fails to reprodue both the rate and distribution of rapidity gapevents in DIS [23℄.Still, the SCI model has been very suessful in reproduing the raterapidity gap events both from HERA and the Tevatron. To ompletely ruleout the model we must again look at the desription of the �nal state. Themain di�erene between the SCI and resolved pomeron models is the desrip-



Modeling Di�rative Final States 3235tion of the pomeron remnant. Although the exhanged gluons in �gure 1(b)may be both soft, the last emitted gluon, gr, is perturbative. In a resolvedpomeron model, gr orresponds to the pomeron remnant, whih learly is asoft objet. Although the pomeron remnant has not been studied in detailat HERA, there are several studies of the hadroni �nal state in di�rativeevents, and it is lear that the SCI model gives a very poor desription ofe.g. di�rative di-jets [16℄, while the resolved pomeron model satisfatorilyreprodues data.It should be noted that the so-alled dipole [24℄ and saturation [5℄ modelsare very similar to the SCI model, in the respet that they rely on the per-turbative evolution being the same in di�rative and non-di�rative events.The di�erene is that the dipole and saturation models look at the evolu-tion of the q�q state produed by the virtual photon in the rest system of theproton. This state then interats with the proton by exhanging soft gluonswhih may or may not result in a net olour singlet exhange and hene arapidity gap. Although the exhanged gluons may be soft, the gluons inthe evolved q�q state are produed perturbatively and will result in a hardpomeron remnant, just as in the SCI model.Also for the dipole and saturation models it is important that the de-sription of forward parton emission is well desribed, sine also in thoseases the gaps would be destroyed by additional gluon emission lose tothe proton diretion. And sine these models typially only onsider theemission of one extra gluon, it is very questionable if there is any physialrelevane of the fat that they get the rate of rapidity gaps right. In fatalso these models fail to satisfatorily desribe �nal-state properties of gapevents at HERA.The so-alled BJLW model [6,7,15℄ is similar to the dipole and saturationmodels, but inludes BFKL resummation for the evolution of the q�q state,whih should help in the desription of forward jet-prodution and thusgive a more theoretially safe desription of the rate of rapidity gaps. Infat it also does a good job in desribing the di�rative �nal states. Also thedesription of the pomeron remnant is reasonable and similar to the resolvedpomeron model, although the former is a perturbative objet while the latteris soft. Clearly a more detailed investigation of the hadroni �nal state ingeneral and of the pomeron remnant in partiular is needed to separate thesemodels. 4. ConlusionsTo really understand the physial mehanism behind rapidity gaps it isnot enough to just look at semi-inlusive quantities suh as FD32 and gapfrations, whih an be desribed by a wide range of models. Instead wemust study the details hadroni �nal state, and in partiular I suggest to
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